
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Food: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

I will tell you foods. 
 First, I will tell you my favorite foods. 
I like fruits. In my grand-parents garden, my family grow fruits. 
For example, grapes, strawberries, watermelons, persimmons, and so on. 
So, I often eat these fruits. I think fruits grown by myself are delicious better than other fruits. I especially 
like gummy fruit, it is called “Gumi-no-mi” in Japanese. Do you know this fruit? It likes cherry and the taste 
is very sweet. I think almost of people can’t eat it, but I recommend it for you, if you like sweet fruits. 
In addition, my family also grow a lot of vegetables. 
For instance, cucumbers, Chinese cabbage, potatoes, onions, and so on. 
Therefore, I think I like to eat fresh foods like fruits and vegetables grown by myself. 
 Second, I will tell you food I dislike. 
I don’t like tomatoes. My family also grows tomatoes in our garden. So, I know that tomatoes have a lot of 
nutrition and I want to get lycopene. However, I can’t eat it, because I don’t like tomato’s texture and 
smell. And then, I also hate broad been, it is called Soramame in Japanese. This smell is strong for me. I 
think I am sensitive to smell, but I would like to eat all foods in the future. 
 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

The topic sentences needs to focus more on what the writer wants to say. 
Needs to be put into two paragraphs: Food I like, food I don’t like 
Think of fruit if we are being general and fruits if you are thinking about several types. 
e.g. I like fruit. The fruits I like are … 
noun which is … -  Good for giving more detail/extra information 
The food I like are… /  Things I don’t like to eat are… (noun additional clause … ) 
Like – love, enjoy,   
Don’t like – hate, avoid, can’t stand 
Even though  - used as a counter argument 
 
 
Let me introduce the types of food I like and the ones I avoid. My favorite food is fruit. I am lucky because in 
my grandparent’s garden, we grow all kinds of fruit such as grapes, strawberries, watermelons, and 
persimmons. And so, I often eat these fruits daily. Homegrown fruit is really delicious and much better 
than fruits from the supermarket. I especially like guminomi, which is silverberry in English. It looks like 
cherry but is much sweeter. I think almost everyone won’t enjoy this fruit but I recommend you to try it if 
you like sweet fruit. Actually, my family also grow a lot of vegetables. For instance, we grow cucumbers, 
Chinese cabbage, potatoes, and onion straight from the garden. As a result, I like to eat food which is fresh 
like fruit and vegetables. 
 
However, there are things I don’t like to eat. The one I really hate but know is good for us is the tomato. 
Even though my family grows this fruit in our garden, I can’t eat it. Even though this fruit has a lot of 
nutrition and includes lycopene, which is an antioxidant, I can’t eat it because I can’t stand the texture or 
the smell. I also hate Soramame, which is broad bean in English. Again, this vegetable’s smell is too strong 
for me. I think I am sensitive to smell but I would like to try all kinds of food in the future. 



 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
 
Let me introduce the types of food I like / and the ones I avoid.//  My favorite food is fruit. / I am lucky / 
because in my grandparent’s garden, / we grow all kinds of fruit / such as grapes, / strawberries, / 
watermelons, / and persimmons. // And so, / I often eat these fruits daily. // Homegrown fruit is really 
delicious / and much better than fruits from the supermarket. // I especially like guminomi, / which is 
silverberry in English. // It looks like cherry / but is much sweeter. // I think almost everyone / won’t enjoy 
this fruit / but I recommend you to try it / if you like sweet fruit. // Actually, / my family also grow a lot of 
vegetables. // For instance, / we grow cucumbers, / Chinese cabbage, / potatoes / and onion / straight 
from the garden. // As a result, / I like to eat food / which is fresh / like fruit and vegetables.// 
 
However, / there are things I don’t like to eat. // The one I really hate / but know is good for us / is the 
tomato. // Even though my family grows this fruit in our garden, / I can’t eat it. // Even though this fruit 
has a lot of nutrition / and includes lycopene, / which is an antioxidant, / I can’t eat it / because I can’t 
stand the texture or the smell. // I also hate Soramame, / which is broad bean in English. // Again, / this 
vegetable’s smell is too strong for me. / I think I am sensitive to smell / but I would like to try all kinds of 
food in the future.// 
 


